Introduction
In 1995 the National Institute of Agricultural Botany (or NIAB) was the site of an experiment to settle which means of classifying crop plants was the most accurate. Morphological, visual and molecular techniques were all pitted against each other. Electrophoresis, an established form of protein fingerprinting, seemingly provided between varieties. Yet the technique had its problems, including sustained opposition from plant breeders and difficulties in detecting foreign genes. Ultimately, the instigators of the experiment recommended combining different techniques to create to crop analysis and classification. 1 The NIAB had first begun to adopt new classificatory techniques like electrophoresis during the 1980s. Yet some fifteen years on, deciding upon the best means of classifying crop plants at the Institute was still no easy matter.
The range of different techniques and technologies available at the NIAB by 1995 was testament to the challenges faced in differentiating one crop variety from another. As most crop plants are bred from closely-related stock, differences between them can be minute. As more and more crop varieties are bred, simply telling one variety from the next has become increasingly difficult. Agricultural botany seeks to classify crop plants on specific, commercially valuable qualities: in other words, it is not so much the appearance or ancestry of crop varieties that matters. Instead, agronomic characteristics such as yield, disease resistance and nutritional content are more important in distinguishing one variety from another. 2 Harnessing unexamined sources from the NIAB, this paper argues that changes to late twentieth-century crop taxonomic techniques were not the inevitable result of molecular methods replacing older morphological work. Instead, techniques such as electrophoresis appealed to the NIAB for practical, economic reasons.
The NIAB has operated as a technical centre for variety analysis since its foundation in Plant Varieties and Seeds, 3 (1990) The Institute was well placed to make this move, drawing upon its established reputation for independent arbitration in crop variety disputes. Despite ongoing advances in the use of electrophoresis and NIRS, other methods of variety analysis were also tested at NIAB during the 1980s T I C QA chromatography, via an automatic injection system and data capture facility, capable of -(see Figure 2) . 53 Draper considered chromatography to possess potential for variety identification, although this would not be fully realised until the late 1980s. 54 The relative unimportance of chromatography in comparison to electrophoresis at NIAB can be explained through developmental speed. By the time chromatography featured in the day-to-day running of the Institute, electrophoresis was an established and successful method. Yet the same explanation cannot be given for NIRS, which emerged in tandem with the electrophoresis programme. 
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Machine Vision Systems
A 1988 article in the NIAB I Simon Draper and P.D. Keefe, the latter a member of the OSTS. The pair created a customsubmitted to the NIAB (see Figure 3) . 62 The prototype device consisted of a motorised camera gantry and image analysis computer, loaded with measurement software. By comparing quantitative data on samples collected by the camera with an existing database, the system could potentially classify varieties based on machine-generated observations of F to mind attempts to mechanically reproduce scientific images during the early-twentieth century. Mechanical objectivity had then involved the use of new image technologies, supplemented by new scientific attitudes. Yet scientists ultimately despaired of extirpating subjectivity, whilst others sought objectivity in mathematics and logic, rather than images. 63 The existence of a modern machine vision system at NIAB during the 1980s possesses points of interest for both the history of scientific objectivity and the socio-economic influences behind the selection of taxonomic technology.
FIGURE 3
For its advocates, machine vision offered a means of eliminating the subjectivity associated with individual scientific practitioners. Describing the benefits of their machine, Draper and Keefe explained that physical traits of seeds and cuttings which had previously been subjectively measured by eye could now be objectively recorded by machines. In fact, human input could be avoided altogether once their automated machine vision system was up and running. The devices would introduce savings of staff time and effort, automatism The NIAB were aware of advances in DNA sequencing and its implication for
electrophoresis. Yet other developments in DNA-level technology also concerned them, namely recombinant DNA technology, which was finally coming to fruition after years of promise. 89 This paper has provided an account of taxonomic practice in late-twentieth century agricultural botany. It has described the development of three taxonomic technologies at the NIAB during the 1980s, linking the need for new methods in variety analysis to falls in government funding and available manpower. Electrophoresis and NIRS were also linked to an institutional rhetoric citing the benefits of modernity and automation. Machine vision systems were justified on wider grounds, including improvements in scientific objectivity and dealing with the intellectual property concerns of plant breeders. 
